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Solution Overview
The Catavolt solution is a cloud service that uses patented architecture to aggregate 
data from all of an organization’s disparate systems, whether they are leading edge 
or legacy systems. In doing so, Catavolt provides secure access to all corporate data 
through the cloud to all tablets, smartphones and desktops. Catavolt's platform also 
allows for codeless app creation providing data that can be viewed as a native 
application. The mobile user can send and receive data, but the data never resides on 
the user’s device. There is no need for traditional expensive and time-consuming 
coding projects and its implementation requires minimal IT engagement. Using an 
online control panel, an organization can create and control every aspect of the 
application without having to touch end user devices.

Secure
Don’t store sensitive corporate data in the cloud, use the cloud 
as an environment to develop and deploy mobile applications 
quickly – Catavolt can authenticate existing corporate user pro-
files from services such as Active 
Directory. This ultra-secure and efficient approach is BYOD 
friendly and gives the organization maximum 
control and familiarity without introducing complex 
security alternatives.
Scalable
Start with 10 users, scale to 10,000 – the Catavolt 
solution is truly extensible. Discover pain points in 
processes, and use Catavolt to increase process 
efficiency and replicate that success across teams.

Low Risk
Determine success before you commit – Catavolt’s engagement 
model allows organizations to use fully functioning Proof of 
Concept applications to solve business issues before commit-
ting to larger deployments.
Strategic
Start with a project, scale to a strategy – For end users, put 
solutions in their hands and generate business success imme-
diately. Since applications can be designed and implemented 
without the need for complex software development, critical IT 
resources can be freed up to work on strategic initiatives while 
the needs of business are being met.
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Example Use Cases
Maintenance and Fleet Management: Improve maintenance productivity - Create paperless work-orders that 
integrate with your existing systems or processes. Full access on 1 screen to time/attendance, machine sche-
matics, shared files and technical data, and view/order/locate inventory and supplier parts. Enable real-time 
alerts, prioritize emergent work orders and additional management capabilities. 

Operations: Connected Job Site - Optimize production, waste reduction, and reporting - Create data col-
lection apps to eliminate paper and allow for improved daily production updates, raw materials usage, and 
labor/time tracking. Have actionable intelligence to every area of the business, track OEE and KPI statistics, 
get real time status of workers, work orders, production, inventory status, and task management.

Quality Assurance/Control: Maximize your Quality efforts - Tie in sensor data and auto generate real time 
actions and alerts before incidents, contamination errors, and non-conformances occur. Access & complete 
materials, sampling and procedure checklists, inspections & audits anywhere in the field. Centralized access 
to shared files, personnel certifications, compliance forms in a custom work flow for every user.

Safety Management:  Manage every aspect of safety standards, policies and procedures. Tie in data for 
tracking and moving hazardous materials & conditions. Track trends and spot hazardous and compliance 
issues before they're critical. Set up apps for real time alerts and notifications. Create digital forms for com-
pliance & safety checklists and audits that write back to systems in real time & track personnel certifications 
across workforce. 

Engineering and Planning: Create apps that tie in planning software data for custom time sheets and su-
pervisor time tracking dashboards. Tie specific jobs to specific certified and skilled workers using planning 
data with HR & finance data to better budget sites based on labor utilization and skill levels. Create second-
ary apps for incident reports & delay reports. Allow supervisors to make report entries & planning teams to 
adjust job forecasts. 

Survey Monitoring Management: Set up real time alerts & notifications as critical data is received showing 
geotechnical data measurement changes or monitoring of danger areas or changes in rock/slope stability. 
Tie in any system or sensor data to build custom dashboards showing daily and weekly activities. See trends 
on survey monitoring data, geotechnical measurements, surface area scanners, rock/slope stability, & vol-
ume calculations. 
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